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We report the results of surface characterizations of niobium (Nb) samples electropolished together with

a single cell superconducting radio-frequency accelerator cavity. These witness samples were located in

three regions of the cavity, namely at the equator, the iris, and the beam pipe. Auger electron spectroscopy

was utilized to probe the chemical composition of the topmost four atomic layers. Scanning electron

microscopy with energy dispersive x ray for elemental analysis was used to observe the surface topography

and chemical composition at the micrometer scale. A few atomic layers of sulfur (S) were found covering

the samples nonuniformly. Niobium oxide granules with a sharp geometry were observed on every sample.

Some Nb-O granules appeared to also contain sulfur.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1931, Jacquet discovered that electropolishing (EP)
can efficiently reduce roughness of a metal surface by
applying the metal as anode [1]. Since the first successful
electropolishing of niobium cavities in the 1970s [2], many
important developments of this technique have been made
over the past decades. Saito’s work demonstrated that
electropolishing is a necessary surface processing method
for high gradient superconducting radio-frequency cavities
made of bulk niobium [3]. The most notable progress in the
EP method is the implementation of the horizontal EP
technique developed by KEK and Nomura Plating [3].
Horizontal EP machines are now installed in many labo-
ratories as well as in the industry. In pursuit of a further
understanding of the EP mechanism, modern studies ad-
dressed many detailed aspects of this useful process [4–8].
The conventional electrolyte for EP is a mixture of hydro-
fluoride and hydroxide sulfuric acids using a volume ratio
of 1:10 [HF (49%): H2SO4 (96%)]. Large amounts of
yellow sulfur crystalline powders had been found at the
outlet of the used EP electrolyte. In the EP process, the
entire niobium (Nb) cavity is an anode for polishing, and
the cathode is made of aluminum. It is known that on the
cathode surface, SO4

2� could be reduced to S [6–8]. Noer
and Niedermann et al. used SEM, AES, and field emission
scanning microscopy to study electron field emission from
pure sulfur, MoS2, and carbon particles on a clean Nb
surface [9,10]. They found that artificially introduced
pure sulfur particles had very weak field emission. But
the sulfur element detected at strong field emission sites

is often associated with another element, normally Mo
(maybe from lubricants of mechanics). They suggested
that layered materials, such graphite, MoS2, and NbS2
might favor field emission. For future work, they proposed
that a detailed study of Nb-S interaction, especially when
impurities like Mo particles are presented, should be use-
ful. We are interested to investigate the surface state of a
real Nb cavity after EP via AES and SEM. The motivation
of this study is to search for possible impurities left by the
electropolishing process, which might enhance field emis-
sion and degrade cavities’ field gradient limit. Specifically,
this study was initiated to search for any sulfur residues on
the Nb cavity surface immediately after EP. In this research
three small witness samples have been processed in situ
with a single cell superconducting radio-frequency (SRF)
cavity (Fig. 1). The samples are round disks of 8 mm in

FIG. 1. Three witness samples were located in a single cell
SRF cavity and electropolished in situ.
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diameter. They experienced the same EP (50 �m removal)
as the real cavity. They were rinsed by ultrapure water but
without ultrasonic rinsing. The samples were located at
iris, equator, and beam pipe, respectively. The entire EP-
related experiment was conducted at High Energy
Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) in Japan.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) was applied to study
the chemical composition of the samples’ topmost surface.
AES (PHI 660 system made by Physical ElectronsTM) is
sensitive to the first four atomic layers (� 1:2 nm). Its best
sensitivity on atomic concentration is 0.2%. This instru-
ment has an absorption current imaging system (ABS),
which roughly shows surface morphology and elemental
mass. The ABS imaging system was used to identify the
primary electron beam spot and theArþ depth profiling ion
beam spot. Figure 2 shows the AES ‘‘fingerprint’’ spectra
of niobium (Nb) and sulfur (S) [11]. Their peak profile and
peak energies were both used to search for sulfur in the
empirical spectrum. One should note that the sulfur peak
(153 eV) is in the middle of two Nb peaks (146 and
170 eV). Since the S and Nb peaks are very close, peak
assignment may be quite challenging. For all AES experi-
ments in this study, if not said otherwise, the primary
e-beam current is 100 nA and acceleration voltage is
2 kV; the beam spot has a square shape (250� 250 �m).
The electron multiplier’s (channeltron) voltage was auto-
matically set to 1850 eV. The sweep rate was 1 eV=s and
collecting dwell time was 50 msec. Each spectrum is an
average of 20 sweeps.

To calibrate the AES instrument, molybdenum disulfur
(MoS2) powders were intentionally laid on a buffer-
chemical polished (BCP) niobium sample, and the sample
was surveyed between 80–220 eV. In Fig. 3, the theoretical
sulfur AES peak position is labeled by an orange solid line;
the theoretical Nb AES peak positions are labeled by gray
dashed lines. In Fig. 3, Nb spectrum (the top curve, in red)
of the cleaned BCP surface is identical to the referenced

Nb fingerprint spectrum (Fig. 2). The spectrum (the blue
bottom curve) of MoS2=Nb indicates a strong sulfur peak
in the middle of the Nb peaks. This testing demonstrated
that the AES system could discern the sulfur element.
A high resolution scanning electron microscope,

Hitachi-4700, was used to observe surface morphology. It
has an energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) detector made by
EDAXTM. Unlike AES, which uses emitted Auger elec-
trons to identify elements, the EDX system utilizes char-
acteristic x-ray photons excited by the primary electron
beam to probe chemical elements. It can explore 2 �m in

FIG. 2. Fingerprint Auger spectrum of niobium and sulfur [8].
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FIG. 3. AES spectrum (scaled) of a BCP niobium (red curve)
and a MoS2-covered niobium surface (blue curve). The sulfur
and niobium fingerprint peak positions are labeled by a solid
orange line and gray dashed lines, respectively, for reading
convenience.
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depth and has an atomic sensitivity �2%. In contrast to
AES (probing four atomic layers), EDX is a more ‘‘bulk-
like’’ elemental analysis tool. For EDX experiment in this
study, the primary electron beam has acceleration voltage
15 kV, and the spectrum collection time was 200 seconds.
For spectrum analysis convenience, some elements’ char-
acteristic x-ray photo energy and Auger electron energy is
listed in Table I. The Nb La1 (2164 eV) and La2 peaks
(2254 eV) are close together; their intensity ratio is 100:42.
Because of their inherent peak widths and intensity ratio
(100:41), two peaks seem like a single broad peak with a
‘‘shoulder’’ on the high energy side. One must carefully
distinguish this feature from a sulfur peak at 2308 eV.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Results of sample at the equator zone (sample 2)

Sample 2 was located at the equator. Five spots were
surveyed by AES. The spots were 1 or 2 mm away from
each other. No sulfur was found in any of the surveyed
spots. As a representative, the spectrum collected at one

spot (#5) is shown in Fig. 4. At 153 eV (sulfur position), no
peak was observed.
Under SEM, granules (Fig. 5) were observed sparsely

sitting on the largely smooth surface. The granules’ mor-
phology looks like sintered crystallites. It is noticed that
the granules (e.g. Fig. 5) reside on a very smooth flat
surface. It is not yet known if the granules drifted to the
surface from the electrolyte or were formed in situ.
Figure 6 is an EDX spectrum collected from a spot on a
granule. The fingerprint positions of niobium, oxygen,
sulfur, and carbon are labeled by short-dashed gray lines
for peak identification convenience. Only Nb and O were
found on the granule. Because the sampling depth of EDX
is 1 �m, it is speculated that the granule is entirely
niobium oxide, but not a naturally oxidized bulk niobium
grain. For a niobium surface after natural atmospheric
oxidization, the niobium oxide is only a few nanometers
thick, which could only contribute a much weaker peak in
an EDX spectrum.

B. Results of sample at the iris zone (sample 4)

Sample 4 was located at the iris area. Similar to sample 2,
sparsely distributed Nb-O granules were also observed on
this sample. The granules’ geometrical features and chemi-
cal concentration under SEM/EDX are similar to that
found on sample 2 (shown as Fig. 5).
Five spots were surveyed by AES. They were separated

by a distance >2 mm. Four spots had strong sulfur signals
and one spot had none. For the four spots with sulfur, the
atomic ratio of Nb=S is 3=1, 6:14=1, 6:35=1, and 2:98=1,
respectively. Figure 7 is the spectrum observed at spot 1. It
has a strong sulfur peak (label in red). The atomic concen-
tration ratio of Nb to S is close to 3:1. Survey results from
the five spots suggested that the sulfur coverage is not
uniform however.
An argon ion beam was used to slightly sputter

the surface. Figure 8 shows the AES spectra of the spot
before and after sputtering. The beam current was 10 nA,
beam spot area �27 mm2, and ion beam acceleration
voltage 2 kV. The sputtering time was 10 minutes. The
sputtering rate (or depth) was not empirically calibrated.

TABLE I. Characteristic x-ray photon energy and Auger electron kinetic energy of some elements.

Nb O S Fe N C

Characteristic x-ray photo energy (eV) 2164 (La1) 515 (Ka1) 2308 (Ka1) 6402 (Ka1) 384 (Ka1) 266 (Ka1)

2254 (La2) 149 (LI) 705 (La1)

172 (Mz1)

Auger electron kinetic energy (eV) 87 510 153 589 375 272
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FIG. 4. AES spectrum of sample 2 (spot 5). No sulfur peak was
found at 153 eV. The spectra surveyed at other spots indicate no
sulfur either.
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Nevertheless, it was theoretically evaluated that the profil-
ing depth was smaller than ten atomic layers. Before the
sputtering (red curve in Fig. 8), the sulfur peak has an
obvious profile (Nb=S� 3:1). After the sputtering (blue
curve), the sulfur peak intensity becomes much smaller
(Nb=S� 10:1). This suggests the sulfur formed an atomi-
cally thin layer on the outmost surface of the sample after
electropolishing. It seems that the sputtering process

cleaned a surface dielectric layer (thus reduced the charg-
ing effect, Fig. 9).

C. Results of sample at the beam pipe (sample 6)

Sample 6 was located at the beam pipe. Eleven spots
were surveyed via AES. On three of the 11 spots, sulfur was
found (spectra similar to Fig. 7, not shown here). A variety
of microgranules were investigated by SEM/EDX, and
some of the granules morphology is similar to that observed

FIG. 5. Sparsely distributed granules were observed on the sample surfaces. They reside on a clear flat surface and their density
is low.
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FIG. 6. EDX spectrum surveyed at a spot of the granule (as
shown in Fig. 5, survey area 300� 200 nm2). Only oxygen and
niobium elements are observed. The fingerprint positions of Nb,
O, S, and C are all labeled by gray lines for reading convenience.
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FIG. 7. AES spectrum observed on spot 1. The theoretical
sulfur peak position is labeled in orange. The Nb:S atomic
ratio is 3:1 after RBD Instruments AugerscanTM quantification
evaluation.
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on sample 2 (shown as Fig. 5). However, on one granule,
EDX detected sulfur. Figure 10 shows the granule’s SEM
image. It lays on a smooth surface and was separated from
other particles. The first EDX detection window (spot 1) is
labeled by a yellow box, which is located at the upper-left
corner in Fig. 10. The first EDX spectrum is presented by a
blue curve in the top of Fig. 11. The gray dashed lines in
Fig. 11 indicate fingerprint positions of various elements
(e.g. sulfur at 2.3 keV). The blue curve shows only Nb and
O, but no sulfur. Nevertheless, the O=Nb ratio is much
higher than a naturally oxidized Nb surface.

The second EDX detection window (spot 2) is also
labeled by a yellow box, which is located at the bottom-
right corner in Fig. 10. The EDX spectrum on spot 2 is

FIG. 9. ABS image of the sputtered spot (the elliptical-shaped
grey zone). It seems the Arþ beam cleaned the surface layer (less
charging effect after sputtering).

FIG. 10. A sulfur-embedded granule observed on sample 6.
Sulfur is enriched on one spot (spot 2, bottom-right yellow
window) but not at another spot (spot 1, upper-left window).
This granule is setting on a very smooth and flat plane.
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FIG. 11. EDX spectra (scaled) from two spots on a granule
(Fig. 10) and from the off-granule flat plane (50 um away from
the granule). Sulfur is enriched on spot 2 (red curve); the oxygen
to niobium ratio is much higher on the granule than that of a
normal EP’ed surface (black curve).
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FIG. 8. AES spectra (scaled) of a spot before and after a slight
sputtering. Fewer than ten atomic layers were removed by the
Arþ beam. The sulfur peak was greatly reduced after sputtering,
which indicated sulfur coverage is ultrathin.
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presented by a red curve in the middle of Fig. 11. The
sulfur peak at 2.3 keV can be easily identified. The atomic
percentage of sulfur is 5.32% after commercial EDAX
software evaluation. Considering the EDX profiling depth
is 1 �m, the sulfur distribution is relatively deep in the
granule. For comparison, the third EDX window was set at
a spot 50 �m away from the granule. That spot is ultraflat
and has no particles at all. The spectrum from the flat plane
is presented by a black curve in the bottom of Fig. 11. This
curve has no sulfur peak and its oxygen peak is very small.
This spectrum is reasonable because the natural oxidized
niobium surface only has a few of nm in thickness.

Figure 11 gives an overview of elemental concentration
on various spots of the granule and on a normal EP’ed
surface.
On one area of sample 6, besides the omnipresent Nb

granules, unusual crystallite-like particles (see Figs. 12 and
13) were observed. An EDX survey window (in yellow) is
set at the crystallite-like particle (Fig. 13). Figure 14 is the
EDX spectrum that revealed elements of N, O, S, Fe, and

FIG. 12. Nb-O granules and crystallite-like particles were found on one area (the center figure in row 2) of sample 6.

FIG. 13. SEM micrograph of one crystallite-like particle. The
yellow box labels an area surveyed by EDX (see Fig. 14).
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FIG. 14. EDX spectrum surveyed from the yellow box
(Fig. 13). It contains S, Fe, and N elements besides Nb and O.
The origin of Fe and N are unknown. The elemental ratio of
N, O, S, Fe, and Nb is 19:72:5:3:1 after commercial EDAX
software evaluation.
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Nb on that area. The elemental ratio of N, O, S, Fe, and Nb
is 19:72:5:3:1 after commercial EDX software evaluation.
Similar crystallite features have not been observed on the
other EP’ed samples. It is an atypical phenomenon after
EP. The source and formation mechanism of the ‘‘micro-
flower-like’’ crystallite particles are unknown. Had sharp
edged particles left on a real SRF cavity surface, they
might degrade the cavity performance as field emission
sources.

IV. SUMMARY

Three niobium samples treated in a single cell SRF
niobium cavity as a witness of electropolishing (EP) pro-
cessing have been surveyed by AES and SEM/EDX.
Oxygen-enriched niobium granules (like sintered powder)
have been observed on all samples. Their crystal structure
and formation mechanism are unknown. A few atomic
layers of sulfur were observed covering the niobium
samples surface nonuniformly. Some areas of the micro-
granules could harbour sulfur deeply (> 10 nm, see
Fig. 8). Crystallite particles containing unexpected impu-
rities (e.g. Fe) were found on one sample. Table II sum-
marized the surface characterization results in general.
These results suggest that post-EP cleaning of real niobium
cavities should aim for removal of both sulfur residues and
oxygen-enriched niobium granules in order to reduce field
emitters.
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